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Harrison Montana was once home to a highly secure government science facility akin to Area 51.
However, due to pressure from protests of the Vietnam War, the facility that the locals referred to
as, “The Pitch,” was closed and abandoned. Over the years, most of what was left of The Pitch's
structures were converted to houses and government buildings according to the needs of the
growing community including the main building that housed the central offices and labs, which
became the new, “Harrison High School.”
Jason Knox and his friends attend Harrison High. They are a small, tight-nit group obsessed with
all things science. As a team, they have taken home the blue ribbon at the County Science Fair
for two years running. Their interest is nurtured and encouraged by their quirky science teacher,
MR. POSTAN, a man who loves science as much as he loves to spin tales and conspiracy
theories about the subject’s sorted past and the strange and unexplainable experiments conducted
in secret labs throughout history, especially at The Pitch.
One night, after hearing an intriguing story by Mr. Postan, Knox and his friends decide to slip
past LAUDA, the school’s creepy old janitor and sneak into Harrison High’s condemned
basement. In the dark and dusty corridors beneath the building, they encounter an extensive
network of tunnels, strange rooms, and laboratories that have been abandoned for decades.
Under a layer of dust, the boys come across the journal of HANS MULLER, a young scientist
who worked at the facility long ago. The book is filled with strange drawings, complicated
mathematical equations, and notes written in German on napkins and other pieces of paper
stuffed between the pages. When the book slips from its binding, Knox and his friends discover
that the original cover is embossed with a symbol of the Third Reich.
After an incredibly bright girl named CHELSEA, begins threatening Knox’ chance for another
blue ribbon at the science fair, he and his friends dive into Muller’s journal to find the perfect
science project.
What they find instead, chills them to the bone. The mystery behind The Pitch and the
laboratories below Harrison High suddenly become personal and terrifying when Knox and his
friends discover a photo of themselves, with their rival Chelsea, smiling as they stand in a lab…
in Nazi Germany… in 1945.
The photo leads Knox, Chelsea, and their friends on an adventure through time as they race
against a dark government agency to uncover the secrets behind a young scientist and a
dangerous Nazi experiment that could shatter American History, as we know it.

